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1. Introduction
The History of Christianity in Egypt
The history of Christians in Egypt dates back to the first century. It is widely believed
that it was the evangelist St Mark who brought Christianity to the ancient population of Egypt
around 54 AD.1 Due to persecution by the Byzantine Eastern Orthodox Church following the
council of Chalcedon in 451 A.D., the Christians in Egypt who formed the majority of the
population, welcomed the invasion of the Arabs in 641 A.D, whom they perceived as having the
ability to protect them. However, once the Arabs invaded and took power, Copts and other
religious minorities often became subject to a special tax, known in Islamic law as al-Jizya,
suffered religious discrimination and sometimes violent persecution. 2 Christians in Egypt were
given the option of converting or paying al-Jizya. The majority of the Egyptian Christian
population had converted to Islam by the end of the 9th century.3 Despite this, Christianity in
Egypt was able to survive. Christians in Egypt are known as “Copts”, derived from the Greek
word for an inhabitant of Egypt (Aiguptos), arabised into “Qibt” and then anglicised as “Copt”.4
Although the term “Copt” is regularly used to refer members of the Coptic Orthodox
denomination (i.e. the “Church of St. Mark”) of Christianity, its original meaning refers generally
to the Christians of Egypt.

Thus, this report will use the term “Christian” and “Coptic”

interchangeably to refer to the Christian minority in Egypt.
1
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Despite the difficulties faced by the Christian minority, it should be noted that since the
Arab invasion of 641, there have also been long periods of peaceful cohabitation between
Muslims and Christians.5 A look at the twentieth century demonstrates how such relations
have fluctuated over time. For example, in the early twentieth century Christians and Muslims
in Egypt were united through nationalism and a common Egyptian identity. Muslims and Copts
protested against British occupation chanting: “Long live the crescent and the cross” and with
declarations of the Coptic clergy that “[they] would rather have every single Copt die and Egypt
live.”6 However, this began to change in the 1970s when former Egyptian President Anwar AlSadat began supporting Islamic groups and announced that he was “a Muslim president for a
Muslim nation”, changing the constitution to make Islamic law (Shari’a) Egypt’s main source of
legislation, a situation which prevails until this day.7 The Christian Science Monitor captured the
sentiment well when it reported that “Where once pride in being Egyptian superseded religious
affiliation, now faith enters earlier into the conversation and is increasingly germane to
identity”.8

2. The Context: Militant Islamism
In order to understand the present oppression and discrimination of Christians in Egypt,
it is important to have a basic understanding of the growing movement of Islamism in Egypt.
The more militant Islamism grows in Egypt, the greater the likelihood for the violation of basic
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rights of minorities in the country. Essentially, militant Islamism is motivated by the ideological
obligation to establish an Islamic state. Proponents of this ideology view religion and politics as
synonymous.9 Therefore, Islamists in Egypt aim to achieve the rule of Shari’a law.10 Shari’a law
stipulates that non-Muslims are second class citizens, thus any application of this law will by
definition involve violation of rights of non-Muslims. The growth of militant Islamism in Egypt
has the effect of defining identity more and more along religious lines, creating greater space
for conflict and minimizing any space for peace and coexistence. Non-Muslim minorities such
as Copts, as well as Western and other secular governments are viewed as obstacles to this
expression of Islamism, which must be opposed.11 President Mubarak stated in an interview
with the New Yorker that the problem of terrorism in the Middle East “is a by-product of our
own, illegal Muslim Brotherhood”.

3. Discrimination in the Legal Framework
Islam in the Egyptian Constitution
Islam as the principal source of legislation
As mentioned above, Egypt’s constitution enshrines Islam as the official religion and recognizes
Shari’a law as the principal source of legislation. Section 2 of the Constitution states that “Islam
is the religion of the state and Arabic its official language, Islamic jurisprudence is the principal
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source of legislation”.12 One result of Islam being the religion of the state is that mosques are
fully supported by the government, including salaries for imams, appointments for imams, as
well as funds for repairs.13

Freedom of religion
The Egyptian Constitution also provides for equality between all Egyptians. Section 40 states
that “all citizens are equal before the law. They have equal public rights and duties without
discrimination between them due to race, ethnic origin, language, religion or creed”.14
Additionally, section 46 guarantees freedom of belief: “The State shall guarantee the freedom
of belief and the freedom of practice of religious rites”.15 However, it is important to note that
since 1981, Egypt has maintained a state of emergency which suspends these laws and allows
many criminal charges, including offences under Shari’a, to be brought before military courts
instead of civilian ones. As shown in the case studies below, freedom of religion at this time
seems to be at best, a one way freedom, guaranteed to Muslims but not to others.

Egypt and International Law
Under the Egyptian Constitution, any international law or treaty ratified by the country is a part
of Egyptian law.16 However, there is an attached qualification that severely limits the operation
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of this section. The constitution requires that treaties and conventions only be considered law
once it is determined that the provisions of do not conflict with Shari’a. The United Nations
Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (UNOHCHR) has stated that this limitation
has effectively rendered the adoption of international law useless.17 As stated by the
UNOHCHR, “the subordination of Egyptian legislation to the Islamic Shari’a law has diminished
the ratification of international laws and treaties.”

Muhammad Ahmad Abduh Higazy vs. The Minister of Interior et al.
In its January 28, 2009 decision, the Cairo Administrative Court noted that Egypt ratified
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, of which section 18 provides for
absolute freedom of religion, with a reservation, namely, that the covenant shall be
ratified to the extent that it does not conflict with Islamic law.18 Egypt signed the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in 1982.19

4. Discrimination at a Local Level
Conversion
Conversion under Shari’a Law
Under Shari’a law, if a Muslim rejects Islam, he or she becomes an “apostate”. Based on most
schools of Shari’a, such apostates should be given a period to repent and return to Islam, and
should this option be rejected, he or she must be killed. There is no explicit legal prohibition in
Egypt against conversion or proselytizing, however section 160 and 161 of the Egyptian Penal
Code prohibits any person from “degrading or disdaining any of the holy religions or any of its

17
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religious sects” with “the intention of harming national unity and social peace”. This section of
the penal code has been interpreted as prohibiting the conversion of Muslims and conviction is
punishable by imprisonment.20

Hasan Husni Naguib ‘Abd-Al-Masih (Bahai) vs. Minister of the Interior
(Action no. 12790)
In this decision, released on January 29th, 2008, the Cairo Administrative Court
interpreted the guarantee of “freedom of opinion and belief” enshrined in the
Constitution to mean that non-Muslims are free to adopt Islam and free to continue in
their faith. Non-Muslims are also free from compulsion to convert to Islam. However,
the court also stated that the freedom to practice religious rites are subject to limits,
namely, the maintenance of public order, public morals, and conformity to the
provisions and principles of Islam, which forbids Muslims to convert. The court also
noted that the notion of “public order” is defined as the official religion being Islam, that
most of the population professes Islam, and that Islamic law is the primary source of
legislation.21

The above decision explicitly states that Islam forbids its followers from conversion. The United
States State Government International Religious Freedom Report 2008, states that security
services in Egypt reportedly maintain regular and sometimes hostile surveillance of Muslimborn citizens who are suspected of having converted to Christianity.22 This is an example of a
clear contravention of the right to “freedom of opinion and belief” and demonstrates how
Egypt’s signing of international conventions is undercut by its requirement that they comply
with Shari’a law.

20
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Day-to-day difficulties
The United States Commission on International Religious Freedom has documented that
converts from Islam to Christianity are generally investigated by the state security services.23
Such investigations can later lead to detentions and in some cases, torture and imprisonment,
as will be shown in the case studies below.24 However, even if converts are not brought to the
attention of the criminal authorities, they face other daily struggles. For example, converts
usually face obstacles in changing their religion or their name on their identification cards.25 As
a result of this, Christian women have remained designated as Muslims and are prohibited from
marrying Christian men. Furthermore, children of such a union are educated as Muslims, and
classified as Muslim by the government. This is in accordance with "established" Shari'a rule that
dictates that there can be "no jurisdiction of a non-Muslim over a Muslim."26 Those with Islamic

names may be prevented from entering churches by police.27 Converts to Christianity also face

23

Ibid. p. 3.
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27
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difficulty being buried as a Christian or leaving property to Christian heirs.28 Christians who
convert to Islam do not face any of these difficulties.29

Martha Samuel
Martha Samuel is an Egyptian Muslim who converted to Christianity in 2003 and who
was arrested at the Cairo airport in 2008 as she was leaving the country for Russia, in an
effort to escape persecution and discrimination.30 Ms. Samuel experienced physical
torture and rape in an attempt to force her to return to Islam. State authorities charged
Ms. Samuel with forging documents, as her passport carried her Christian name which
was not officially recognized.31 At her court hearing, it was alleged that the Judge
Abdullah Hashem threatened to kill her after she refused to say that she was still
Muslim. The judge proceeded to release her on bail, where she remains today until her
appeal.32

Muhammad Mahmud al-Sadiq vs. Minister of Interior
On January 29, 2008, Cairo’s Administrative Court ruled that 13 Christians who
converted to Islam and then reconverted to Christianity, can have their faith officially
recognized on their identity cards. This decision overturned a lower court decision
which stated that the state did not need to recognize conversions from Islam because
they constituted apostasy. While this is a victory for human rights, it is important to
note that under this decision converts are still required to have their former religion
28

Ibid.
Under Islam, Judaism and Christianity are considered to be “heavenly religions”. For example, see Koran 5:82
which states that: "Surely they that believe, and those of Jewry, and the Christians, and those Sabeaans, whoso
believes in God and the Last Day, and works righteousness--their wage waits them with their Lord, and no fear
shall be on them, neither shall they sorrow." Also Qu’ran 5:5 refers to “people of the previous scripture” (Jews and
Christians), as “people of the scripture” and allows Muslims to eat of their food and marry their women. However,
other religions (ie. Bah’ai, Hinduism, Buddhism) are considered to be non-heavenly religions and are thus
completely prohibited in Egypt. See “2008 U.S. Department of State Report”, supra note 15, p.2. This report
focuses mainly on discrimination on Christians in Egypt. We do acknowledge discrimination against other
“outlawed” religions; however an in-depth discussion of these issues would go beyond the scope of this report.
Nonetheless, it is acknowledged that the repercussions of such a belief are far reaching. An example of the
consequences, are that the government of Egypt does not recognize the marriages of citizens adhering to religions
other than Christianity, Judaism or Islam. (US State Gov, International Religious Freedom Report 2008, p.2)
30
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th
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31
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stated (ie. “previously embraced Islam”) in their official documents. Thus, while the
decision was a victory in the technical sense, it has also opened the door for further
discrimination and stigma against converts.33 As of the release of the United States 2008
International Religious Freedom Report, the ruling had not yet been implemented or
applied to hundreds of other cases brought by similar converts with the same request.
Furthermore, the constitutionality of the ruling was challenged in March 2008. It was
argued that the ruling was in violation of section 2 of the Constitution which states that
Islam is the state religion.

Maher Mu’Tasim
In August 2008, Maher Mu’Tasim sued the Interior Minister, the Civil registry Director
and the President of the National Council for Human Rights, and other government
figures to change his and his daughter’s official religious affiliation from Islam to
Christianity. Mr. Mu’Tasim (whose name as a Christian has been changed to Peter
Athanasius) has been practicing Christianity for 35 years and has raised his daughter as a
Christian. Mr. Mu’Tasim is reputed to be only the second Egyptian Muslim-born
Christian to file for legal acknowledgement of his religious conversion. Mr. Mu’Tasim’s
lawyers are asserting that the Shari’a-based law is contrary to Egypt’s constitutional
guarantee of freedom of religion described above. In the closed court discussions held
on February 9th, 2009, the presiding judge Hamdi Yassin requested an official certificate
confirming his affiliation to a Christian denomination, and a baptism certificate to prove
his conversion to Christianity. Mu’Tasim’s team refused to present a certificate given
that this would place the signing priest or the Church on the targeting list of state
security. Mu’Tasim’s lawyer further pointed out that the law simply requires an
expression of one’s wish to convert, and not a signed certificate. The court heard the
case on March 28th 2009, and a decision is expected to be released in June 2009.34

32
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Father Metta’os Wahba
On October 12th, 2008 the criminal court of Giza sentenced Father Metta’os Wahba, a
Coptic priest to 5 years imprisonment for “forging official documents”. The event
referred to in his court case was the marriage he performed between a Christian man
and a women who converted to Christianity from Islam, a conversion which is not
recognized in the eyes of Egyptian law. Thus, the Father Metta’os Wahba has been
found guilty of marrying a Muslim woman to a Christian man and has been sentenced to
five years in prison with hard labour.35

As demonstrated by the cases above, converts from Islam are extremely vulnerable to
discrimination, perhaps even more so than those born into Christian families who practice their
faith. Converts often face threats and violence from their families. Furthermore, the state
authorities have been found to arrest and torture them and, in many cases, imprison them. At
times, converts have even been put into high-security psychiatric hospitals on the grounds that
they must be crazy.36

Family Law
The area of family law is another one which is very affected by the application of Shari’a law in
Egypt. Under Shari’a law, as practiced in Egypt, non Muslim males must convert to Islam to
marry Muslim women, but non-Muslim women need not convert to marry Muslim men.37A
non-Muslim wife who converts to Islam is required to divorce her apostate (a non-Muslim

35
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husband; custody is then automatically awarded to the Muslim mother).38 Should a Muslim
woman be found married to a non-Muslim man, that woman could be arrested, and charged
with apostasy. Any children from such a marriage could, by law, be taken and assigned to the
physical custody of a male Muslim guardian.39

Building of churches
The 1856 Ottoman Hamayouni Decree

The 1856 Ottoman Hamayouni decree requires written approval of the President of Egypt
before construction of a new Christian church building can begin. No such requirement exists
to build a mosque. Furthermore, the 1934 Al-Ezabi decree specifies a set of ten conditions that
the Government must consider before a presidential decree for the construction of a Church
can be issued. Examples of such conditions include the requirement that the distance between
a church and a mosque be not less than 100 metres and that the approval of the neighbouring
Muslim community be obtained before a permit to build a new church may be granted.40 In
response to strong criticism of this decree, President Hosni Mubarak issued a new decree in
1999 making the repair of all places of worship subject to a 1956 civil construction code.41
Furthermore, in 2005 the President issued a decree42 which delegated authority to the
country’s 26 governors to grant permits to Christians that seek to expand or rebuild existing

38

Ibid.
Ibid.
40
“2008 U.S. Department of State Report”, supra note 15, p.1. It should be noted that such constraints are not
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41
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churches.43 This latter decree cancelled the 1999 decree. While giving an air of equality and
justice, there are still large problems in this area. First, neither the 1999 decree nor the 2005
decree addresses the construction of new churches, and thus Christians are still discriminated
against under the law in this area. Second, in practice, it appears that enforcement of these
laws are much stricter for churches than for mosques. The United Nations Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights states that there are numerous cases which illustrate very
clearly the obstruction to building and repairing churches, and in some cases, an application to
build a church has taken 28 years in villages with no churches but several thousand Christians.
In situations like these, Christian funerals and weddings take place in the middle of the village
street.44

The Mankateen Village
One story that received media attention was that of the Mankateen Village in Upper
Egypt. Attacks by the Islamist terrorist group Gamaa al-Islamiyya initially put to a halt
the Church’s construction in 1978. Members of Al-Gamaa set fire to the church and
looted Coptic homes and businesses. All this was done unhindered by the local police
force. Since 1978, the congregation members continuously applied for a permit to
resume church construction to no avail. Members of St. Antony’s Coptic Church have
been forced to conduct their baptisms, weddings and funerals on the street. In 2002,
the Minister of the Interior issued a formal rejection which cited “security reasons” and
the “general atmosphere” as not being conducive to new church construction. The
Copts in Mankateen began to rent a building in the community to use as a prayer room.
In 2004, a large mob stormed and set fire to this building, burning again Coptic homes
and businesses. At the time of writing, the re-construction of the Church has been
delayed for over thirty years.45

43
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Christians in position of authority
There is a dearth of Christians in positions of authority in the business community in Egypt.
More generally, Christians suffer from employment discrimination on a daily basis. They face
great difficulty in gaining public positions in government or in obtaining a simple promotion in
the workplace. Unfortunately, despite the fact that it is perhaps the most prevalent form of
discrimination, this type of oppression exists as a silent form of discrimination and is not widely
reported on. Many attribute this to the Shari’a principle mentioned above in which a nonMuslim should not be in a position of authority over a Muslim. The more these views take hold
in Egypt, the less the principle of equal opportunity for all citizens has any chance of taking
hold.

Violence against Copts
In addition to the forms of discrimination and oppression listed above, violence is also
prevalent against Christians in Egypt. The recent upsurge in Islamic militancy has been traced
back to May 1992 when Muslim extremists gunned down 13 Copts in the village of Dairut.46 In
this section, we document some of the recent attacks that have broken out throughout the
country. What should be kept in mind while reading these cases is the failure of state
authorities to take proper action (and in some cases, any action).

Village of El-Kosheh, 2000
The events that later came to be known as the “Kosheh Massacres” began on Friday,
December 31, 1999 and continued through to Sunday January 2nd, 2000. The events
were originally sparked by an argument between a Christian and a Muslim. Friends of
both parties soon joined in and the conflict quickly escalated to fighting in the streets
46
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and the looting of Christian shops.47 By the end of the week-end 21 Christians were
dead as well as 1 Muslim (who was reportedly accidentally killed by another Muslim).
Local security forces are reported to have either “stood by passively or became actively
involved”.48 On February 5th, 2001, an Egyptian State Security Court acquitted 96 of the
murder suspects. The Sohag Criminal Court reportedly found four suspects guilty, but
only for smaller crimes. On appeal from this decision, the Court again acquitted all 96
suspects on February 27th 2003.49 The only person that was convicted received a
sentence for the murder of the lone Muslim victim: Mayez Amin Abdel Rahim was
sentenced to 15 years imprisonment.

Armant, 2007
In February 2007, groups of Egyptian Muslims set fire by arson to Christian owned shops
in Southern Egypt (the town of Armant is approximately 600km south of Egypt). The
fires were reportedly in reaction to rumors of a love affair between a Muslim woman
and a Coptic Christian man.50

Esna, 2007
On December 16th and 17th, 2007, Muslim inhabitants of the town of Esna (in Upper
Egypt) attacked a Coptic church and 26 Coptic owned shops. Similar to the events in
Armant described above, the violence was sparked by rumors that a Coptic shop owner
lifted the veil of a Muslim woman that he had suspected of shoplifting. On a positive
note, the government distributed compensation to Coptic shop owners who had
suffered from the attacks.51

Province of Al-Minya, May 2008
On May 31, 2008 in Al-Minya, a large attack was waged by Muslim Bedouins against
some monks in the Abu Fana monastery. In is reported that one Muslim died, three to
seven Christians were wounded and several monks were abducted and abused.52 The

47
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attackers also reportedly burned Bibles, altars and Christian symbols.53 The June 20,
2008 statement by the Holy Synod Committees of the Coptic Orthodox Church asserted
that three monks were taken hostage and tortured, beaten and told to spit on the cross.
Attackers also attempted to force the monks to convert to Islam.
The above cases demonstrate the type of violence occurring in Egypt against the Christian
minority, as well as the general failure of state authorities, courts and government to take
appropriate action. While the stories abound, the above cases represent a brief look into the
plight of Christians in Egypt.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations
This report has shown two major problems with regard to religious freedom in Egypt.
First, discrimination is entrenched in Egyptian laws, particularly in the nation’s constitution.
Second, general discrimination and prejudice is prevalent in the minds of the population at
large. Underlying both of these problems is the spread of the militant Islamist mentality in
Egypt. Any action on behalf of external groups, such as the Canadian government, the United
Nations or any non-governmental organizations must identify and address these problems.
In taking action in regard to persecution and discrimination against Christians in Egypt,
the Canadian government can act on several levels. First, within its own borders, and second,
beyond its borders.
Within our own borders, unfortunately, Canada does not have a good track record in
regard to its treatment of Coptic refugees from Egypt. The Immigration and Refugee Board
(IRB) has, in many cases, rejected the claims of Coptic refugees from Egypt on the basis that
they do not face persecution in Egypt. For example, in 2006, a deportation process for 20
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Egyptians from Canada began, after their refugee claims were rejected. At the date of writing,
there is no information as to whether these people have been deported yet.54 On a positive
note, the IRB has recently been changing its attitude towards Copts, due in part to testimonies
heard from Canadian religious freedom experts. Such action to educate and inform members
of the IRB of the true situation and risk faced by Copts in Egypt should be continued. As a
signatory to multiple human rights treaties and the 1951 Convention for the protection of
refugees, Canada has a legal and moral obligation to ensure that it is not a part of the problem
faced by Copts, but rather, a part of the solution.
Beyond our borders, Canada has the ability to influence the Egyptian government to
change its treatment of Coptic Egyptians and to guarantee them the same rights afforded to the
remainder of the population. Canada, as a member of the international community of the
United Nations, can also put pressure on Egypt to comply with its international obligations.
Thus, we recommend that the Canadian government take the following actions55:
1. Call upon the government of Egypt to undertake the following actions:
a. Put a high priority on the rule of law, insisting that Egypt actively recognize the freedom of
belief and religion by respecting and enforcing citizens’ rights to convert to or from any
religion to another of their choosing. Egypt’s unwillingness to protect religious freedom is
more of a problem than its desire to eliminate the presence of Christianity per se. The
teaching of Islam does not demand a militant response to apostasy and the Canadian
54
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government is encouraged to maintain pressure on this self-professedly Muslim regime to
abide by the Qur’anic injunction that “there is no compulsion in religion.”
b. Cancel the 19th Century Hamayouni degree. The rules should be the same for the building
of churches as those for mosques.
c. Remove religious affiliation from national identification cards.
d. Incorporate history of the Coptic era prior to the Arab invasion into the education
curriculum taught in schools.
e. End discrimination against Christians in government job appointments and promotions.
2. Canada should continue to monitor and raise issues of religious freedom in all appropriate
forums, including bilateral and multilateral human rights dialogues.
3. Advise Canadian embassies and government offices in Egypt to develop relationships with
key religious leaders, and where appropriate and in consultation with such leaders, to visit
villages where religious freedom is allegedly being infringed.
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